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The main result of this paper is that two Ts topological spaces are f-onieomorphic 
if and only if their corresponding characteristic semigroups are isomoaphk. Certain 
classes of topological spaces are then c:haracterized in terms of their characterisak semi- 
groups. 
If A is an arbitrary relation on X, then d(A) denotes 
i(x,y)EA forsomeyEX) 
the domain of A) an!l r(A) denotes 
r(A) is the range of A. 
and B are binary relations on X, then the cxxnpositinn of A and 
an associative binary operation on 9 ( the power 
ace and let 
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,I$ is shown in Section 2 that S(X) is a semigroup under compositio3 and 
tbt A: and Y are homeomorphic if and only if S(x) and S(Y) we iscJ- 
morphic. It is in anticipation of this result that S(X) will be cal 
after the “‘characteristic semigrouy of X.” Finally, it will be assumed 
throughout hat alI spaces are T2. 
Our first tzsk is to show that S(X) is closed under composition. 
oaf. (a) A 0 B is closed. 
Suppose that (x, y) E Cl [A 0 B] . (Cl [A ] denotes the closure of A *) 
Let Q be the neighborhood basis at (x, y) consisting of all ne&hbor- 
hoods of (x, _v) of the form V(X) X W(y), where V(x) is a neighborhood 
of x and W(y) is a neighborhood of ye Now, for each U f W, tkre ex- 
ists (z,,, wu) E Un .?I 0 B. Evidently, the net ((zU, wv) I WE 9 ) con- 
verges to (x, y j, so {zU 1 UE CU ) convergesfo x and {WV I UE 94 ) con- 
verges to y. 
For each U @U , (z,, wLr j E A Q B iff there exists tU E X such that 
(z,, tV) E A ind (tU, wU) E B. The net (tu f UE Cu ) is in r(A), which 
is compact, so it has a clus,ter point p. Hence {(zv, t&)1 UE 3( } ha 
cluster point (x, p) and ((+ wu ) I U E ?c ) has cluster point (p, y). 
Since both A ind B are closed, it follcws that (x, p) E A and (p, Y)E B, 
so @,y)E A+ 
(b) r(A) is compact. 
First note that,r(AoB) C r(B). Since r(B) is c&pact, we need only show 
that r(A 0 B) is closed. To this end, let x 14 Cl [r(A 0 B)] . There exists a 
net (zv 1 UE ?1) C. r(A * B) which converges to x. Now ZU E r(A 0 & 
only if there exists ww e X such that (w[,, zU) e A 0 B. But this en- 
tails the existence of yv such that (wU, yu) E A and (yU, Z&E 8. 
Since r(A) is compact, the net b~ u 1 U E 3c } has a cluster poinrt 
y E r(A). This occurs only if there exists w GE X such that (w, y) E A, 
Since (2~ I DE Q 1 converges to x and y is a cluster point of 
~VU I UWt ),Gtf o 11 ows that (y, X) is a cluster point of {WV, zU) 1 
U’E % 1. Howeves, since 11 is closed, (JJ, x’) E ence (W y) E A and 
0% X) E B implies (w, X) E A 0 B, SO x f r(A 0 B) and r(A * I?) is closed. 
In order to obtain the main result we make use of the follovvi~:~,q due
[4, p. 185). A trifonn is a triple (X, F(X), q(X)>, wWe 
mpty set, 9(X’) is a family of subsets of X and 9&X) i a 
family crf subsets of X X X, and for which the fOllowing condiGsn~ho;[d: 
reveryxE X. 
d only if W X {x } E q(X) for some x E X. 
(iii) A * B E cK(X) for every A, R E cW(X). 
cK(X) is called a triform semigroup. 
L)&tition [4, p. 1851. Le’c Cx, 9(X), x(X)) and W, 9(Y), %.( Y13 be 
two triforms. A bijection, b:, from X ongo Y is a trimorphism if 
h(A) E S(Y) for each A E ‘T(X) and h- 1 (A)E 9(X) for each A E tr(Y). 
2.2. Theorem 14, Th. 2.21. The following statements, concerning Q bijec- 
tion, Q, from triform semigroup q(X) onto triform semigroup WY) web 
equr’vaien t : 
(a) q is an isomorphism; 
(b) there exists a trimorphism, h, jFom X onto Y such that 
foreach A E K(X); 
(c) there exists a trimorphlm, h, from X onto Y :Fuch that 
for each A E 3c (X). 
It is clear that, for any top, &$cal spaces X and Y, i we take 9(X) 
and “3(Y) to be the families of closed subsets of X alld Y respectively, 
and {M(X) = S(X) and 3c( Y) = S(Y), then (XI, S(X), t#(X)> and 
!Y, S(Y), q(y)> are triform triples and, furthermore, every trimorphism 
from X onto Y is a hcylseomorphism and converse@ Thus we obtain 
the following result. 
2.3. Theorem. Let X and Y be topological spaces and S<X), S(Y) their 
associated characteristic sem ‘ups. Then and Y are ho.meomorphk 
iff S(X) mkzd S(Y) we isomorphicc. 
3. ~~nitio~* If A is a binary relation on 
A-l = Hj9)I (X,yjE4 
is the i~tverse ofA. It is easy to see that 
(a) (A QB)-~ =B-l +4-l, and 
(b) (A-‘)-’ =A. 
3.2.. Defi&ion. If S ic, any famfiy of relations on X which is closed un- 
der composition (any such S will be called a semip?oup of relations on 
X) then an element A E S is inatertible in S if A -1 E S. The set of ele- 
ments of S which are invertible in S will be denoted by S,. 
3.3. .Lemma. If S is any semigroup of rdutions on X, then S, is a sub- 
semigroup of S. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 3.1 (a). 
If X is a topological space and S(X) its sharacteristic semigroup, it
is easy to see that if A is compact hen both A and A-’ are closed and 
both r(A) and d(A) = r(A- 1 ) are compact, so A and A- 1 are both in 
S(X). Hence, A E S,(X). Conversely, if A E S,(X), then A-’ E S(X), 
so r(A- “) = d(A) is compact. Since A C d(A) X r(A), which is compact, 
it f’ollou!s that A is compact since it is closed. This proves the next re- 
sult. 
3.4. eorem. If % is any topological space, then S,(X) is the :;emigroup 
of all compact relations on X. 
ition [S] . A property, Q 1 is called composable if 
(a) all points have 6, 
(b) whenever A, !? E XX J!i!i have ‘7, thein so does A 0 B. 
Combining 3.3 and 3.4, we obtain the followin 
[S, Th. 2.61. Compactness is a composable 
are now i acterize co 
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) - (b). If X is compact, then = {(x, x) 1 x E X} is the idcn- 
tity element of S(X). 
(b) =* (a). Let D be an identity element for S(X). For each JC g X; 
Hence ,Y E r(D) for each x CE X or X = r(D). Then D E S(X) implies 
that X is compact. 
(a) * (c). If X is compact, then so is X X X, and hence so is every 
closed subset of X X X. Thu:, by 3.4, S(X) C SI (X), so .equality holds. 
(c) * (a). If S(X) = S,(X), then since XX {x ) E S(x) for any x E X, 
we have (XX (x})-’ = (x ) X X E S(X). But this occurs only if 
r( {x } X x) = X is compact. 
Magi11 [ 51 has given several characterizations of compact spaces in 
terms of Si(X). 
The next lemma is needed for some of the subsequent results. 
3.7. Lemma, If A E:. S(X), then d(A) is closed. 
Proof. A e S( only if r(A) is compact, hence closed. It follows that,, 
for anyx E X, r(A) x’ (/c} E S(X). IIence,A 0 (r(A) X (x!;) = 
d(A) X {x) E S(X) and therefore is closed. But this is true only if ~ . 
d(A) is closed in X. 
ition. A topological space, X, is called a k-space if it satisfies the 
is closed for each compact 4y’ 6: X, thei A is 61osed. 
‘21 or [ 51. The balance of this section * 
he next result gives such a characterization. 
3.8. eorerap, The following statements about a topoZogka2 space, X, 
ape’ aquivcrlend: 
(a) X is Q k-qzzce. 
oaf. (a) * (b). By 3.4, q is an isomorphism from the semigroup of 
compact relations on Y onto the semigroup of compact relations on X. 
If y(Y) and F(X) represent he families of compact subsets of Y and 
X respectively, then cY, S(Y), S,(y)) and (x, F(X), S,(X)) are triform 
triples. It follows from Magil1.s theorem (2.2) that there exists a tri- 
morphism h : Y + X such that 
for every K E SI( Y). We define @ by 
Since 9(X x X) is a semigroup under composition and h is a bijection, 
it follows that Q, is a monomorphism from S(Y) into 9(xX m. Thus 
we only need show that Q(A) E S(X) for every A E S(Y). 
If A E S(Y), then A is closed and r(A) is compact. Note that 
@l(A) C d@(A)) X r@(A)). 
(i) d@(A)) X r@(A)) is a closed kubspace of X X X. To see this, 
first note that since h is a trimorph sm, h@(A)) is a compact subset of 
X. But h(r(A)) = r(*(A)), so r@(A)) is compact. Next, if Kis any com- 
pact subset of X, then h-l(K) is compact. By 3.7, d(A) is 
set of Y, so ho1 (K) n d(A) is compact and therefore h(h- I (K) n d(A)) 
is a compact (hence closed) subset of X. But h(h”l(K) n d(A)) = 
K n h(d(A)) = K r4 d@(A)), so K n d@(A)) is closed for every com- 
pact K e X. Since .X is a k-space, d@(A)) is a closed subset of X. Fur- 
thermore, d(*(A)) is a k-space in the relative topology, being a closed 
subspace of a k-space. Thus d@(J)) X r@(A)) is a closed ksubspace 
OfXX X. 
mpact subset of d( 
lQ1 
t, in general, <P need not map S(Y) onto s(X). 
Y be the set X with the topology defined as follows. 
f all compact: subsets of X. Then, for 
fine F to be closed iff F fI K is closed in Kfor every 
K E 9(X). Evidently, Y is a k-space. 
If i : Y + X is defined by i(x) = x, then it is easy to see that i is con- 
tinuous and that i’ l(K) is a compact subset of Y for every compact 
KcX. 
Now, let j : Y X Y + X X X be the map induced by i, i.e. j((x, ,y))= 
(i(x), iti)). Again it is clear that j is continuous. Furthermore, if 
K C X X X is compact, hen d(K) and r(K) are compact subsets of X, 
so i- 1 (d(K)) and i- 1 (r,(K)) are compact subsets of Y. It fohows that . 
2 ‘-I (d(K)) X i-l (I(K)) is a compact subset of Y X Y which contains - 
j- ’ (K). Since XT is closed in X X X and j is continuous, it follows that 
i_’ (K) is closed and hence compact. We have shown that j’ 1 (K) is 
compact for every compact K C X X X.. 
Finally, let 9 : S&X) + 9(X X AT) be the map induce4 by j, Le. 
g(K) = u((x, y)) I (x, y) E K). From the continuity of j, we have that 
(p(K) is compact for every K E S,(Y). Since j i:s a bijectlon, q is a mono- 
morphism. Moreover, since j- 1 (K’) E. S&Y) for every # e Ilr,(X) and 
y$j- 1 (K)) = K, it follows that q is onto. IIence;rp : &( Y’) + S&m is an 
isomorphism. 
By hypothesis, q can be extended to .a monomorphkm Cp : S( Y)+S(.x). 
We show that Cp is onto. 
First, A E S(X) implies that A is closed in X X X, By the continuity 
of j, j-l (A) is closed in Y X Y. In addition, since r(A) is compa 
@(r(A)) is a compact subset of Y. But ,9”l (r(A)) = rcj-$4)). 
j-l(A) E S(Y). 
Tc see that @(j-l (A)) = A, fibst note that (x, J+) e A iff 
(x, x) * A * (y, y) = (x, y). If (x, y) e A, we have J-’ 
&y)~ j-l(A) and (x,y) = (x,x)* j-l(A)* (y,y). 
(~,~)=~(x,~)=#[(x,~)*i-~(A)*(y,y)l 
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If (x, y) E W’ ’ (A)), then 3 
(x9 Y) = cp- l ((x9 Y)) 
~~-'[(x,X)Q~O'-l(A))O~,y)J 
= *-‘((x, x)Pi-‘(A)0 
= (x, x) * j---l (A) O (Y, jl) l 
Then 
(~,y)=j((x,y))=j((x,x)oj-1(A)o~,yj)=(x,x)oAo~,y), 
SQ (x, y) E A. Hence @(j- 1 (A)) = A. 
Thus <P maps S(Y) onto S(x) and is therefore an isomorphism. By 
2.1, X and Y are homeomorphic, so X is ak-space. This completes the . 
proof. , 
4. Connected spmes . 
This section is devoted o . 4 the study of S(X) for X a connected space. 
Before proceeding to the mainresult, some notation and terminology 
is required. 
4.1. Definition. (a) A semigroup, S,; is lattice-ordered if there exists a 
partial order, <, defined on’s such that 
(i) JS’; < ) is a lattice, and 
(ii)a(bv c) = (ab) v (ac) and (b v c)a = (ba) v (ca) for all’s, b, cE S. 
It follows from this definition that b Q c implies ab Q ac and ba< ca 
for every a E S. 
(b) A subset X of a lattice-ordered semigroup S is conditionally 
complete if it satisfies: whenever (alli G I} C ;i: is such that 
Vfa$W}ES, thenV(aili&?)EX. 
(c) A subset X of a lattice-ordered semigroup S is coYtVeX if a, b E X 
and a & c G b implies c E X 
(d) If S is a semigoup with 0, then for any subset A c S, 
Ar=CyESlxy=tOforeveryxEA) 
is the right annihilator of A. The left annihilator A1 is defined similarly. 
#(A’) is a right (left) ideal of S. A right ideal I c S is a 
ideal 23 I = A’ for some A C S, and si 
S.8 
ese definitions, with 
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on of(b), are standard. For ex 
is a lattice-ordered semigroup with ztm, then 
every annihilator right ideal is convex. 
. 
oaf. Suppose a, b Handa<c<b.Then,foranyxEfi, 
so equality holds and xc = OforeveryxEI?ThuscE.&L . . 
One more notion is required before stating the main theorem. 
43. Definition. A lattice-ordered semigroup, S, with zero is @in de- 
composable into subsets TI and 1; iff for each x E S there exist unique 
elements y1 E T, and y2 E T2 such that 
(a)x=yl vy2,and 
(b)yl A y2 =Oforeveryyl E ri.u, F: ?2- 
This situation will be denoted by S = T, @ r2 ,, 
It is a straightforward verification to check that, for any space X, 
S(Q is a latticeardered semigroup under the correspondence 
c * 6; u * v; n+,A. 
Furthermore, E, the empty relation, is the zero of s(X! 
We are now in a position to state the m,ain theorem. . 
4.4. Theorem. Let X be a topological space. The followciag StateimeW 1 . . 
are equivaient: 
(a) X is disconnected. . . 
(b)wl=4~GJ~& where II and 1, are ,mm-trivisl srigh t annihilator 
ideals. , 
(c) S(X) = I, @ 12, where I, and I2 are ?zom?Mal coiylditional~y &XE- 
ple te, con vex right ideals. 
The proof of this iresult will be accomplished with the aid of the 
following lemmas 
a. I c S(X) is a’right annihilator ideal if’f 
. 
- 
t . 
[r(B)c X-d(I)}. 
ewise, 
Since 1 is an annihilator ideal, f = p. 
Conversely, note that if y E Y, then ((y, y)) cz I. Hence, B E I’ iff 
r(B)rr Y=@ 
{(z, 2)) E P. 
{B 1 r(B) c X- Y). Likewise, z E 
Thus 111 =
s,foreveryBE&that3oA=E 
* {A 1 d(A) C k’) = I, so 1 is a right annihilator ideal. 
The next result gives a partial converse of 4.2. 
.6., Emma. If I c S(X) is a conditionally complete, convex right ideal, 
then I is a right annihilator ideal. 
oofm Let d(l) = LJ(d(A) 1 A E I}. We show that 
I= {AES(X)ld(A)c d(o). 
is immediate that IC {A 1 d(A) C d(I)}. Nzt, suppose that 
A satisfies d(A) C d(l). For each x E d(A), there exists B, E I such that 
x e d(B,). Ify is such that (x, y) E B,, then we have E< ((x, y)} <B, 
d E, Bx E I, so ((x, y)} E I since I is convex. Now, let z E X be fix- 
. (x, y)o (y, z) = (x, z) is a member of I since I is a right ideal. Hence 
we have (x, z) E: f for each x E d(A). Now lJ ({(x, z } i x E d(A)} = 
) X {z 1 E S(X) since d(A) is closed in X. It fo%lows from the con- 
ditional completeness of I that 
. (a) * (b). If is disconnected then there are 
losed subsets and of X such that 
Both are non-trivial right annihilator ideals from 4.5. It is easily check- 
ed that 
A={An(F,xX)}u{_W(F,xx)p, 
and that 
An(FiXX)EIi, i=l 2 9 l 
Moreover, A l n A2 = E for every Ai E I, andA E 12. 
(b) e (a). If s(X) = I, Q 12, where I, and 1, are non-trivial right an- 
nihilator ideals, then 
1, = {AES(X)ld(A)cF1]bs I2 = {A~S(il-)(d(A)c:F~j~ 
where FP and‘& are non-empty subsets of Jk Consider the element 
XX (x)ES(X).IfXX {x}EII,thenF1 =XsoII=S(X)and12= 
{E) , contradicting the non-triviality of I2 ‘, Likewise, X X (x } E I2 
implies ZI = {E } , again a contradiction. Hence X X {x } = A p U A,, 
whereAl Hl,Az Wa,andAl #E+A2JEvidently,Ay =B, i( {x) 
and A2 43, X {x ), where B, p B2 C X. Since A,, A2 e S(X), it fol- 
lows that d(d4 1 ) = 13, and d(A,) =: B, are both closed. Finally, Al (7 A, 
= E entails Bg n R- = 9.; Thus X = W, U B;, , whereBp and B2 are 
joint, non-empty, kosed subsets of X. ’ 
(b) * (c). Suppose S(X) = II @ 12, where I1 and Jz are non-trivial 
right annihilator ideals. By 4.5; there exist non-empty subsets F, anc,l 
F2 such that J 
-I, = {A-(X)? d(A)c&}, I2 = {AE&K)Id 
since A j fiz we have d(A& cz Fl for esch i E 9. Hence 
o it follows that F, 3 Cl[ Cd 
i Ii E 9 }E I,. This shows that I, is 
conditioMlly ,I2 is COXiit~O~XIll~ complete. From 
4.2 it fo’flows that II and 12 are convex. This completes the proof’of 
(b) a (c). 
(c) * (b). This is 4.6 and the proof of 4.4 is complete. 
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